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PREFACE

The Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center (ECAC) is a Department of
Defense facility, established to provide advice and assistance on electromagnetic
compatibility matters to the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff , the military
department and other DoD components. The Center, located at North Severn, Annapolis,
Maryland 21402, is under executive control of the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
Director of Telecommunications and Command and Control Systems and the Chairman,
Joints Chiefs of Staff , or their designees, who jointly provide policy guidance , assign
projects, and establish priorities. ECAC functions under the direction of the Secretary of the
Air Force and the management and technical direction of the Center are provided by
military and civil service personnel. The technical operations function is provided through
an Air Force sponsored contract with the lIT Research Institute (IITRI).

This report was prepared for the Systems Research and Development Service of the
Federal Aviat ion Administration in accordance with Interagency Agreement
DOT-FA7OWA I-175 , as part of AF Project 649E under Contract F-19628-76-C-0017 , by the
staff of the lIT Research Institute at the Department of Defense Electromagnetic
Compatibility Analysis Center.

To the extent possible , all abbreviations and symbols used in this report are taken from
American Standard ‘(10.19 (1967) “Units Used in Electrical Science and Electrical
Engineering” issued by the United States of America Standards Institute.

Reviewed by:

C. AL4Lft 
~~~~ /~)~& -L(~-C. RANDALL CRAWFORD - J. M. DETERDING

Project Engineer , IITRI Director of Contractor Operations
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F E D E R A L  AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICE

SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT STAFF

STATEMENT OF MISSION

The mission of the Spectrum Management Staff is to assist the Department of State,
Office of Telecommunications Policy, and the Federal Communications Commission in
assuring the FAA’ s and the nation’s aviation interests with sufficient protected
electr omagnetic telecommunications resources throughout the world to provide for the safe
conduct of aeronautica l flight by fostering effective and efficient use of a natural
resource--the electromagnetic radio-frequency spectrum.

This objective is achieved through the following services~

• Planning and defending the acquisition and retention of suff icient radio-frequency
spectrum to support the aeronautica l interests of the nation, at home and abroad, and
spectrum standardization for the world’s aviation community.

• Providing research , ana lysis, eng ineering, and evaluat ion in the development of
spectrum related policy, planning, standards, criter ia, measurement equipment , and
measurement techn iques.

• Conducting electromagnetic compatibility analyses to determine intra/inter-system
viability and design parameters, to assure certifi cation of adequate spectrum to support
system operational use and projected growt h patterns, to defend the aeronautical
services spectrum from encroachment by others, and to provide for the efficient use of
the aeronautica l spectrum.

• Developing automated frequency-selection computer programs/routines to provide
frequency planning, frequency assignment , and spectrum analysis capabilities in the
spectrum supporting the National Airspace System.

• Providing spectrum management consultation, assistance , and guidance to all aviation
interests, users, and providers of equipment and services, both national and
international.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCT I ON

BACKGROUN D

The use of the ATCRBS a and IFF b systems for c i v i l i a n  air traf-
f i c  contro l and military functions is constantly expanding . The sys-
tems are highly susceptible to self-interference , a contributing fac-
tor to which has been the increasing number of secondary surveillance
radars (SSR’s) in the environment . As the number of these equipments
increases , the problem of managing the operation of the ATCRBS so that
self-interference does not degrade system operation becomes more com-
plex.

As a result of these concerns , the FAA tasked ECAC to develop a
mathematical model which would simulate the short-term or transient
phenomena associated with the performance of the ATCRBS . This simu-
lation was intended to complement the capabilities of the AIMS Per-
formance Prediction Model (PPM)1 by predicting the performance of the
ATCRBS on a pulse-by-pulse basis. As a part of these system simula-
tions , ECAC was to develop models of the processing equipment used by
the I ’  with ATCRBS . These equipments include defruiters , decoders ,
and —,tical target-detection equipment .

was a need to model the following equipment for use with
time-step and probabilistic simulations of the ATCRBS : the

ige tube defruiter , the MX-8757 digital defruiter , the FAA analog
decoder , the AN/FYQ-47 Common Digitizer , the ARTS III processor, and
the AN/TPx-42 processor set . Modeling of the ARTS II processor was
not within the scope of this project.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort was to develop mathematical models
of FAA defruiters , decoders , and statistical-detection equipment for
use with the Transient Effects and AIMS Performance Prediction Models ,
to predict the performance of these equipments.

aATCRBS - Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System .

b IFF - Identification , Fr iend or Foe.
1Sutton , S. and Ehler , W., “Application of Markov Chain Theory of the
Modeling of IFF/SSR Systems ,” AGARD Conference Proceedings , No. 159 ,
NATO , November 1975.
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APPROACH

Since a pulse-by-pulse simulation of the ATCRBS had already been
devised by the FAA Transportation Systems Center (TSC), it was decided
to adapt that model to the UNIVAC 1110 computer system . ECAC would
then modify it as necessary to simulate the aspects of the ATCRBS
that were not programmed into the origina l model.

One concern of the FAA is to be able to predict , for a given en-
vironment , the interference that will result from improperly assigned
pulse repetition rates .

The first step in developing the equipment models was to determine
if enough information was available about the performance of these pro-
cessors , particularly the defruiters , in the presence of both near-syn-
chronous and non-synchronous fruit. Since the information on near-syn-
chronous fruit was not generally available , a test plan was devised to
determine the reaction of the equipments to a controlled environment
of near-synchronous interference and varying levels of non-synchronous
back ground fruit. The test program was undertaken at NAFECa , the FAA
experimental center in New Jersey . The results of the tests were used ,
in conjunction with avai lable manuals and equipment descriptions , to
develop the simulations .

The equipment models developed for use with the Transient Effects
simulation were designed to process incoming replies , both valid and
invalid , on a pulse-by-pulse basis. The basic structure of these models
was derived from the original coding used in the TSC simulation . Modi-
fications were made to include certain aspects of equipment and system
operation which were left out of the orig inal model. In addition ,
changes were necessary in the program coding in order to make it com-
patible with ECAC ’s computer facilities .

A major modification to the existing TSC simulation was the inclu-
sion of transponder reply codes . The original simulation considered
only the framing pulses of the ATCRBS reply. This alteration led to
changes in the defruiter routines , which operate on a pulse-by-pulse
basis rather than a reply-by-rep ly basis , and to the inclusion of code-
data samp ling functions for the other processors . In addition , the
code-validation functions of each of the statistical detectors were
modeled to complete the processor simulations .

The methods used by TSC for simulating the sliding-window detec-
tors of the Common Digitizer and AN/TPX-42 processors were incompat-
ible with the ECAC computer and were reprogrammed .

d
NAFEC - Nationa l Aviation Facilities Experimental Center.

2
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FAA-RD-76-102 Section 1

Models of the Common Digiti zer , the ARTS III , the AN/TPX-42
processor, the analog decoder and the defruiters were also developed
for use with the AIMS PPM. The methods used to develop target-
detection and code-validation probabilities for the digital  system ,
as we l l  as the simulation of the analog equipments , involved the
collect ion of s tat ist ics based on Mont e Carlo techniques . For each
processor , a new subroutine was appended to the AIMS PPM. Inputs
to the subroutines are the transponder reply probabilities and fruit
rates calculated by the AIMS PPM , and the parameters associated
with  each processor.
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SECTION 2

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

GENERA L DISCUSS ION

The FAA surveillance system (ATCRBS) and the military identi-
— fication system (AIMS) operate on 1030 and 1090 MHz as i l lus t ra ted

in Figure 1. The AIMS and the ATCRBS usually operate in conjunction
with the primary surveillance radar, and the interrogator transmits
coded interrogations on 1030 MHz. The transponder , mounted in an
aircraft, receives the interrogations, decodes them , deactivates its
receiver after each decode, transmits a reply on 1090 MHz, and reacti-
vates its receiver in preparation for another interrogation. The in-
terrogator ’s receiver system receives replies , ~‘rocesses them , and
displays the targets on a radar plan position indicator (PPI).

Four interrogation modes (1 , 2, 3/A, C) are used by both ATCRBS
and AIMS to obtain position and identity information from properly
equipped military and civilian aircraft . The ATCRBS equipment PRF
is a submultiple of the radar PRF . When ATCRBS equipments are not
used with a primary radar, an internal trigger establishes the PRF .
The modes are transmitted automatically in a repetitive sc ,aence
(mode interlace) at the given PRF . Modes 1 , 2, 3/A are no~ ’ially used
by the military for identificatioii and air traffic contro’.. The ATCRBS
uses mode 3/A for identification and surveillance. Both inilit ry and
civilian systems use mode C for altitude determination .

-\ more detailed description of the ATCRBS may be found in Ref-
eren ce 1 , page 1,

STORAGE TU BE DEFRU I TER

The AN / GPX-2 7  interference blanker was used as a basis for mod-
eling storage-tube defruiter action.

The dcfruit -’- is connected between the Interrogator-Receiver
video output and the video input to the Decoder unit. It can pass
a l l  i ncoming video , or can pass to the decoder only those pulses which
are in coincidence w i t h  pulses received in response to the previous
interrogation on the sam e mode. The defruiter is intended to eliminate
random pulses from the ground display by the use of correlation or
coincidence techniques. The defruiter is also used with statistical
processors such as the ARTS I ll  processors , primarily to improve code
validation , although its use in that configuration has been discour-
aged . 2

2Holtz , Martin , Test and Evaluation of the Level 1 Beacon Automated
Radar rerminal System, NAFEC, FAA-RD-73-182 , January 1974.

S 
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Each interrogator in the ATCRBS receives many asynchronous reply
pulses (fruit) in addition to the synchronous replies to its own in-
terrogation . These interference pulses affec t normal ground decoding
and cause code garbling, false  code readouts, and clutter on the dis-
plays , making it difficult to track true target returns.

Figure 2 is a simplified system block diagram of the AN/GPX-27
storage—tube defruiter.  When the unit is in standby , the video in-
put is fed directly through a 0.6-us delay line to output . This
delay is equivalent to the insertion delay of the operating equipment
and prevents any range shift in the beacon display . In the defruit
condition, the video is sent to the coincidence detector unit and to
a storage tube, where the signals are stored for one pulse repetition
period. The coincidence stage gates the undelayed video with the
video output from the storage tube on a pulse-to-pulse basis. That
is, coincidence must exist between each pulse in the pulse train and
the corresponding pulse in the stored video used to set up the coin-
cidence gate (also called the acceptance gate). The output of the
coincidence stage is fed to the output of the defruiter.

Interlace mode selection is initiated in the interrogator , and
the interrogator mode triggers provide the defruiter with  the correct
sequence of operation. ~

DIGITAL DEFRUITER

The MX-8757 digital defruiter has essentially the same function
as the storage tube defruiter, but utilizes digital storage and logic
circuitry for memory instead of the analog storage provided by stor-
age tubes. Video signals of modes 1, 2, 3/A, and C are stored and
compared with signals received on the previous interrogation of the
same mode.

The digi ta l  defruiter  accepts beacon video output from the in-
terrogator receiver , stores it for one PRF period , and compares it
with the video in the next interrogation of that interrogation mode.
Correlation is accomplished on a pulse-by-pulse basis. Only those
pulses received within the acceptance gates set up by the stored
video will pass the defruiter .

Arai , as with the storage tube defruiter , the interrogator pro-
v ide~ mode tr:ggers which transmit interlace information to the
defrui~ ‘13.

3lech Manua l , Interference Blanker Group AN/GPX-27 , AlL , T.O. 3lP4-
2GPXI7-2 , December 1968.

7
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FAA ANALOG DECODER

The FAA analog decoder (or ten-channel decoder) receives beacon
video from the interrogator receiver, decodes it , and transmits the
information to a PPI for display . In most installations , the incoming
replies are f i rs t  passed through a de f ru i t e r  to eliminate non-synchronous
returns which the decoder might otherwise send to the display . The de—
coder is used in the beacon system primarily as a backup for one of the
digital processors such as the ARTS III or the AN/FYQ-47 Common Digitizer.

The analog decoder normally operates in one of two modes . In the
first mode, a pulse is passed to the display each time a pair of
bracket pulses (the transponder reply) is detected . In this case ,

• when a pulse is received , the decoder requires another pulse 20.3 ~j S

later to complete the bracket pair. The tolerance on the leading edge
detection of the framing pulses is approximately ±0.6 ps.~

The decoder can also be set to detect certain code pulses and
display only those aircraft that respond with that particular code.
In this case, after a pair of framing pulses have been detected 20.3
ps apart , the pulse positions between the framing pulses are checked
for the presence of a code pulse . The decoder looks for only the “A”
and “B” pulses of an ATCRBS reply or the equivalent of a two-digit code.
The tolerance on code-pulse detection is ±0.1 ~is from the leading edge.

The analog decoder has no wide-pulse discrimination ; therefore,
overlapp ing pulses will result in decoding an apparent single pulse.
The decoder has built-in narrow—pulse discrimination , in that pulses
with a width less than 0.35 ~is (National Standard) are not detected.

THE ARTS I I I  SYSTEM

The ARTS 111a system accepts beacon video from the ATCBI-3 or ATCBI_4b
and converts it into digital target reports. The ARTS III tracking pro-
gram utilizes the target reports to generate target tracks. For each
tracked target , a data block that includes target identity, velocity ,
altitude (for mode C-equipped aircraft) and an indication of a special
identity pulse is displayed adjacent to the physical location of the
target track on the ARTS display .

The ARTS III System includes the Beacon Data Acquisition Subsys-
tem (BDAS), the Input/Output Processor (lOP) , a digital tape drive , a

aAutomated Radar Terminal System .
bAir Traffic Control Beacon Interrogator.

~Discussion with C. A. Gobs , FAA , Leesburg AP May l9~S.

9
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teletype, and sever al displays . Figure 3 shows an ARTS III system at
NAFEC .

Beacon Data Acquisition Subsystem (BDAS)

The BDAS is a beacon processor that performs azimuth decoding ,
mode-trigger recognition , bracket detection , ident i ty ,  a l t i tude code-
pulse recognition , and garble sensing , and transfers the above data
in d igi ta l  form to the Input/Output Processor (lOP) (Reference 2 ) .
In addition , the BDAS provides pa r t i a l l y decoded beacon video (brackets)
to the display subsystem via an analog channel. The BDAS consists of
an Azimuth , Range , and Timing Group (ARTG) , a Beacon Rep ly Group (BRG)
and an Azimuth Pulse Generator (APG) . A block diagram of the BDAS is
shown in Figure 4.

Azimuth , Range, and Timing Group (ARTG) . The ARTG accepts the
beacon pretr iggers  and the az imuth-change and reference pulses from
the Azimuth Pulse Generator (APG) and synchronizes the BDAS to these
inputs. In addition , mode triggers are received and examined to de-
termine if mode 3/A or C is being interrogated .

Beacon Reply Group (BRG) . The BRG extracts beacon reply infor-
mation from the incoming beacon video . Pertinent operations performed
in the BRG are: 5

1. Video conditioning and suppression .
2. Bracket detection .
3. Code data sampling .
4. Garble sensing .
S. Quantization for PPI display .

A pulse-width detector is used preparatory to reply decoding to
sense the pulse width of the beacon pulse and determine if a maximum
pulse width is exceeded . If a w ide pulse is detected, overl app ing
pulses are assumed to be present , and an estimated leading edge is in-
serted into the shift register at the time the trailing edge would

• normally be detected .

A shift register delay line is employed to detect the presence of
framing pulses and information-code pulses . A detection tolerance of
±0.1 or ±0.2 us can be selected .

A garble situation is reported when one or more pulses of one re-
p iy appear at pulse positions of another reply. Such replies are flagged
as garbled and transferred to the lOP for code-validation functions .

5Data Acquisition Subsystems , Burroughs Corporation , DOT-FA69NA-207l ,
October 1971.
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Input/Output Processor (lOP)

The LOP accepts azimuth information , coded replies , and status-
information words from the BDAS and performs target-detection , target-
tracking, and display functions (Reference 2).

Two a l t e r n a t i n g  input buffers  are used to process incoming reply
data. The repl ies  are merged wi th  exis t ing reply data to form a new
target record . This process results in a new record , a hit , or a miss.
An incomi n g h i t  to an exis t ing  target record must have a range within
- l / l b  nmi of the record range .

Target Detection Logic. Target detection is performed by an ex-
panding-window technique . Target leading edge 

~
TL~ 

is declared if N

iits are received before M consecutive misses . When a possible TL has

been detected , an expanding window is constructed beginning with the
first hit used to declare TL

. The window is actually a combination of

hit , miss , and interrogation counts. Target processing continues for
a number of interrogations to guard against split targets. A minimum
run length must be obtained , and trailing edge (T

1
) is declared after

a number of consecutive misses are received . If T.~, has not occurred

after a number of sweeps , the target is declared a ring-around target .
Samp le target-detection parameters are listed in TAB LE 1.

Four counts are maintained during the target-detection process.
These are a hit count , miss count , interrogation count and a “Sum-H”
count. The miss count is cleared upon the receipt of each hit. “Sum-H”
is maintained by incrementing the count by the value of the interro-
gation count each time a hit is detected . The “Sum-H” count is used
in the calculation of target azimuth.

The center azimuth of the target is calculated as follows :

AZc = AZt - f (INTERROGATIONS-SUM-H/HIT)

where

AZc = Center azimuth

AZt = Azimuth at trailing edge

f = Center azimuth coefficient in azimuth change
pulses (ACP ’s)

13 
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SUM-H = “SUM-H” Counter

lilT = Hit Counter

Code validation begins as soon as the target leading-edge flag
is set. Validation is done on both modes A and C. 6 The four levels
of code validation are defined as follows :

1 . Mode 3/A identity

a. All replies garbled
b. One ungarbied reply
c. One garbled reply, codes match
d. Two consecutive ungarbied replies , codes match.

2. Mode C altitude

a. No mode C rep l ies
b.. All replies garbled
c. One ungarbied reply
d. Two consecutive ungarbled C replies.

In addition to simple target detection , the lOP also supp lies
a strong-target azimuth confidence label for those targets exceeding
a specified run length. This label indicates that the target is of
sufficient run length to provide an accurate azimuth report .

COMMON DIGITIZER AN/FYQ-47

The common digiti zer (CD) performs digital da ta processing on
beacon and radar v ideo inputs from either FAA or Air Force equipment .
The CD applies a statistical target-detection scheme to these inputs
to dec lare the presence of target aircraft and prepares digital mes-
sages for transmission to central processing centers . The units of
the CD pert inent to this discussion are : the Azimuth, Range , and
Timing Group (ARTG) , the Beacon Reply Group (BRG), the Target Detec-
tion Group (TDG), and the Target Processing Group (TPG). Figure 5
is a block diagram showing the beacon-processing portion of the CD.

Azimuth, Range, and Timing Group (ARTG)

The ARTG supplies az imuth and range information to the CD. The
az imuth information is usually derived from the azimuth-pulse gener-
ator on the radar antenna. The pulses supplied to the ARTG include
the azimuth-change pulses (ACP) and one azimuth-reference pulse for
each rotation of the antenna .

6AR TS III Coding Speci fi cations , NAFEC , Atlantic City, NJ, August 1972.
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The range t iming  is set by the range pre t r igger  from the radar .
The mode-trigger pulses from the interrogator are also decoded in
the ARTG.

Beacon Reply Group (BRG)

The BRG detects and processes beacon video received for modes
2, 3/A, and C. When a reply is received in the response to one of
these modes , the incoming pulses are sampled for the 20.3 ± 0.1 or
0.2 ps pulse spacing required for the framing pulses , and a bracket
pulse is generated for each pair of framing pulses received . The
code-data bits are examined seriall y at 1.45 p5 intervals to deter-
mine beacon code. Only mode 3/A replies are passed to the Target
Detection Group for statistical processing .

~~rb1e Sensing . After the receipt of two code trains where two
sets of framing pulses are received within 40.6 i’s , three conditions
can result in the BRG :

I. Closel y spaced replies are not garb led .
2. Interleaved replies are not garbled .
3. Overlapped interfering replies are garbled and flagged .

The g a r b l e  f l a g s  are used in the code v a l i d a t i o n  process of the
Target Processing Group .

Target Detect luri Group (TOG)

The s tati s tic i l detector employed by the CD utilizes a sliding-
window techni qul to determine the presence of a target aircraft . When
mode 3/A repli e~ are received and detected by the BRG in the same
r ange c e l l , they are passed to the TDG for inc lus ion  in the s l i d i n g
w i ndow . The wi ndo w is  11 b i t s  long and is a series of ones and zeros ,
w i t h  the ones r e p r e s e n t i n g  received replies . Each time a mode 3/A
i nt e r r o g : i t i o n / r e p ly  sequence occurs , e i ther  a one or a zero is placed
i n the  f i r s t  p o s i t i o n  in the window and the previous 10 b i t s  in the
range c e l l  are s h i f t e d  back in the memory , thus eliminating th€.
eleve nth  h i t .  A f t e r  each s h i f t  sequence , the number of h i t s  is to ta led
and compared a g a i n s t  a target  lead ing-edge  th resho ld  (T L ) .  Af te r  T L
has been d e c l a r e d , t he  TDG cont inues  to process incoming repl ies  u n t i l
the t o t a l  window count  is reduced to the target trailing edge threshold

and a target  is reported . In addition to these two thresholds ,

a beg i n - v a l i d a t i o n  t h r e sho ld  is set which i n i t i a t e s  code validation

processes in the Target Processing Group .

Ih e  TOG h i l l  report on ly  one target  per q u a r t e r - n a u t i c a l - m i l e
range cell. The range accuracy is 1/ 8 nmi , as the  t a rge t  is f l agged
in either the first or second half of the range c e l l .  The a z i m u t h
accuracy of the beacon is ± 3 ACP ’s. Typical target leading edge

17
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and target trailing edge thresholds are T
L = 6 or 7 , and TT = 2,

respectively. Trailing edge (TT) is actually declared at one less

than i,
~
, or a value of 1. Tv is set at 3 or 4.

A zimuth Centerniark

The center azimuth is calculated in the following manner . The
number of ACP’s at trailing edge detection time is added to the number
of ACP’s at the time of target start and divided by two . The azimuth
bias is added (clockwise or counterwise) to account for beacon search
antenna offset .

Target Processing Group (TPG)

The TPG , in addition to providing a storage area for data asso-
ciated with each target detected in the TPG, works with the BRG to
perform code-validation functions for the CD. Code validation is
performed for modes 2, 3/A, and C. The TPG simply compares sequential
rep lies in the same mode , and if the code data bits match and no garble
flags are associated with either return , the code for that mode is
validated. This process is continued until the code is validated or
the target ends .7

THE AN/TPX-42 INTERROGATOR/PROCESSOR SET

The AN/TPX-42 Interrogator/Processor Set generates interrogations
and receives and processes replies on modes 1 , 2, 3/A , and C. The
processor portion of the AN/TPX-42, called the Beacon Rep ly Pro cessor
(BRP) , is made up of two units: the Reply Detection Unit (RDU) and
the Target Detection Unit (TDU) as seen in Figure 6. The primary
function of the BRP is to process the incoming beacon video and pro-
duce a single digital target report for each aircraft .

Reply Detection Unit (RDU)

The RDIJ accepts azimuth change pulses (ACP ’s) and one azimuth re-
ference pulse per scan , converted to digital azimuth information from
the azimuth pulse generator. Mode triggers are also decoded by the
RDU and the beacon video is fed directly to the RDU input .

The RDU performs bracket detection on the incoming video with a
sensing tolerance of 20.3 ± 0.15 ps. After detection of the framing
pulses , the RDU checks the code data positions of the beacon reply in
1.45 ps-increments.

‘Technical Manua l , Transmitting Set , Coordinate Data , AN/FYQ-47,
AN ’FYQ-49 , February 1972.
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Garble sensing is also accomplished in the RD(J. If a garble
situation is detected , an indicator is set in the reply message which
is sent to the Target Detection Unit. The garble flag is set if, after
the RDU detects a reply, another bracket decode is detected which over-
laps and falls in a code-data pulse position of the first reply.

The range-correlation technique of the RDU is such that the range
of an incoming reply is compared with that of the reply received on
the previous sweep . If the incoming reply range is within ± 1/16 nmi
of the record range , the RDU assumes they are from the same target.
The range of the most recent reply is kept in the target record.

Tar~~~ Detection Unit (TDU)

The TDU performs the statistical target-detection functions of
the AN/TPX-42 processor. The TDU uses a sliding-window representa-
tion of the past history of target replies to establish the presence
of a target. The window consists of a series of ones and zeros, re-
presenting received replies and missing replies , respectively.  The
length of the window is from 8 to 12 bits.

The target is started when the leading-edge threshold has been
reached. This threshold can be set from 1 to 4 hits in the window .
Target end is reached when the number of hits in the window is reduced
to the trailing-edge threshold. The trailing-edge threshold can be
set from 0 to 2 hits.

In addition to the leading-edge and trailing-edge threshold , the
TDU will determine whether a preset number of replies has been received
in a primary mode . Any target not complying with this confidence check
will not be transmitted as a target report. The confidence-check level
can be set anywhere from 0 to 31 hits and is usually set to 6 mode-A
replies on a 2:1 interlace (AACAAC). The AN/TPX-42 confidence check
level can be anywhere from 0 to 31 hits .

Range and Azimuth. The range contained in a target report is the
range of the last reply received prior to the dec,laration of trailing
edge. The center of azimuth for a target is determined by adding the
leading and trailing-edge azimuth counts , dividing by two, and subtrac-
ting a constant to account for azimuth bias.

Code Validation . The TD[J compares reply codes received as the re-
suit of sequential interrogations of the same mode, and includes code-
validation numbers in the target report, reflecting the level of confi-
dence in a reported code. The code-validation numbers , and their mean-

are shown below :

‘
~CEI Detail Specification , Interrogator Set A.N/TPX—42, January 1966.
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0. No replies received on the indicated interrogation mode .
1. Only garbled reply codes reported.
2. A non-garbled code received, but back-to-back code con-

tent does not match.
3. Two back-to-back matching non-garbled reply codes re-

ceived on the indicated interrogation mode .

2 1/22
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SECTION 3

MODEL DESCRIPTIONS

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The description of the equipment models is divided into two sub-
sections . The first subsection deals with the models designed for use
with the ATCRBS Transient Effec ts PPM, which was developed at TSC and

• adapted to the ECAC UNIVAC 1110 computer . These processor models were
• designed to simulate the operation of the equipment as each pulse passed

through the processing system. The second subsection deals with the
processor models developed for use with the AIMS PPM (Reference 1), a
time-average model system that generates probabilistic evaluations of
equipment performance .

ATCRBS TRANSIENT EFFECTS PPM/EQUIPMENT MODELS

Defruiters

Since the coincidence-detection techniques of the digital and stor-
age-tube defruiters are similar , with the exception of the method of
storage , the following discussion of defruiter modeling will apply to
both equipments.

Code pulses . The original TSC model provides the defruiter sim-
ulation an array of reply pulses consisting of the two framing pulses
of the ATCRBS reply. Since the defruiter performs its correlation tech-
niques on a pul~ e-by-pulse basis, the inclusion of reply-code pulses was
essential. At the point in the simulation where the sensitivity of the
interrogator  receiver  is compared with the signal level of the incoming
pulses to determine which pulses are received , a check is made to deter-
mine which aircraft is responding, and the ass igned reply code is ex-
amined to calculate the elapsed time of each code pulse as it is entered
into the ar ray .  The change in receiver sensi t ivi ty  determined by the
Gain-Time Control (GTC) characteristic of the interrogator of interest
is considered as each new pulse si gnal level is compared wi th  the re-
ceiver sensitivity. The pulses are then reordered chronologically be-
fore they are proce ssed by the defruiter.

Acceptance Gate. Simulating the defruiter operation requires that
the s i ze  of the acceptance gate reflect the actual width of the gate and
the minimum pulse width which can be detected by the processor fed by the
def ru i t e r .  Figure 7 demonstrates the idea of a minimum usable pulse in
ca lcu lating the effec tive acceptance gate of the defruiter , given a par-
ticular equipment configuration . In Figure 7, the minimum usable pulse
for the ARTS I I I  processor is 0.21 ps , while the “acceptance gate” is
shown to be ± 0.79 ~s. In other words , an incoming pulse would have to
overlap the defrui ter  acceptance gate by at least 0.21 iis in order to be
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detected by the ARTS III processor. Since the analog decoder requi res a
pulse width of 0.35 ps , the effective gate size decreases to ± 0.65 Ps.
In the simulation , the difference in times of arrival of the leading
edges of two pulses is calculated and compared to the effective accep-
tance gate to determine whether a usable pulse will pass to the output
of the defruiter.

Correlation Techniques . This part of the simulation is derived
from the TSC model. The defruiter routine is divided into four parts ,
one for each interrogation mode (1 , 2, 3/A, C). Each part is identical
to the other parts except for the array in which the pulses from the
previous sweep of that mode are stored . The defruiter is simulated as
fol lows :

1. The mode of interrogation is determined .
2. Incoming pulses are stored in an array for comparison on

the next interrogation .
3. The differences in elapsed time between incoming pulses

and pulse s received on the last interrogation of that mode are calcu-
lated.

4. This difference is compared against the size of the ac-
ceptance gate to determine if the pulse can be passed to the output of
the defruiter .

5. The array of pulses is restructured to include only those
pulses accepted hv the gate.

The size of the acceptance gate of the storage tube and di gital
defruiters has been determined through testing and is a variable in the
simulat ion .

FAA Analog Decoder Model

The introduction of reply-code pulses into the simulation entailed
restructuring of the decoder model supplied with the TSC simulation. The
input to the decoder consists of the aforementioned array of reply pulses.
The defruiter routine may be switched either on or off before the beacon
video simulation is passed through the decoder . -

The decoder model steps thr ough the chronologically ordered array
or reply pulses , checking for pulse separations of 20.3 jis. The tol-
erance on the detection of the framing pulses is an input variable. The
detected-reply range is loaded into a new array. After a bracket pair
is de tected , a new subroutine, called DECODE , performs code-pulse detec-
tion . In this subroutine , the intervening pulses are checked to deter-
mine if they fall in a code-pulse position . The criterion used is a
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spacing of n(l.45) ± 0.1 us from the first framing pulse. The letter
n refers to the mu l t i p l e  of 1.45 us for which the “A” and “B” code
pulse positions exist.

After the routine has determined which code pulse positions are
f i l led , the code of the reply is loaded into another array and control
is returned to the main program . The program can later be switched to
display “brackets only” or targets replying with a specified code .

AN/FYQ-47 Common Digitizer Model

The model of the Common Digiti zer (CD) used with the Trans ient
Lffec ts PPM has the same structure as the origina l TSC simulation ,
with one modification and one additional routine . The modification
consists of reprogramming the sliding-window function of the Common
Digitizer (CD) for compatibility with the ECAC computer, and limiting
the amount of core storage required . The additional routine , necessary
to complete the simulat ion of the beacon processor portion of the CD ,
is a model of the code-validation functions performed in the Target Pro-
cessing Group (described in Section 2). Also included is a simulation
of the garble conditions required as an input to the code-validation
subroutine. The input and output variables are listed in TABLE 2. The
CD model operates as follows :

1. Preparatory to entering the statistical detector routine ,
bracket- and code-pulse detection is accomplished in a manner similar
to that discussed above for the decoder model . Detection tolerances
are set as per the discussion in Section 2.

2. Garble detection is simulated as follows : if a bracket
pair is detected which overlaps and falls in the pulse pos i t ion  of a
previously detected bracket pair , both repl ies are f la gged as garbled .

3. Mode 3/A interrogation is checked. If not mode 3/A , con-
trol is transferred to the code-validation routine in Step 13. If 3/A ,
statistical detection is continued .

4. Azimuth degrees are converted to azimuth-change pulses .
5. A check is made for replies at the current azimuth . If

there are none , the contents of the sliding window are shifted back in
the memory , and a zero is added in the first slot in the window . This
is done for all range bins. The window consis ts of a ser ies of ones
and zeros in the 11 right-most bits of a computer word . Updates are
made in the right-most bit. This configuration helps conserve avail-
able core-storage area.

6. A similar process is followed for a hit , in that a one
is entered in the right-most bit , and the contents of the window are
shifted left .

7. The window count is compared against target-start and
target-stop thresholds.

8. I f  targe t star t occurs , the leading-edge flag is set
and the s ta r t  az imuth  is recorded .

26
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TABLE 2

AN/FYQ-47 COMMON DIGITIZER MODEL/TRANSIENT-EFFECTS PPM
INPUT AND OUTPUT VARIABLES

Inputs

Window Length
Target Leading Edge Threshold

Target Trailing Edge Threshold
Reply Ranges
Reply Codes

Garble Status

Outputs

Target Start Azimuth
Target Stop Azimuth

Corrected Center Azimuth
Target Range

Reported Code
Code Validation Status

27
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9. If target end occurs , and the leading-edge flag has
been set , target-end azimuth is recorded .

10. After the target ends, the center azimuth is computed
as fo l lows :

a. Average the target star t and stop azimuths.
b. Subtract a bias:

BIAS = [(ITL-l) + (IW NL + l-ITL - ITT) /2 . ]

where

ITL = Target leading-edge threshold

IWNL = Window length

ITT = Target trailing edge threshold.

Bias is converted to ACP ’s before correcting the azimuth .

11. Range is calculated by finding the correct range bin
for the reply, and setting a flag in the half of the range bin in which
the reply exists to obtain 1/8-mid accuracy .

12. After processing all replies, the rema ining range bins
are updated with zeros.

13. Code validation processes are simulated in the CD model
for modes 2, 3, and C. Validation for modes 2 and C is done automat-
ically, switching past the statistical detection routine . The following
steps are taken :

a. The target record is checked to see if the mode has
al ready been val idated.

b. If not , the code of the incoming reply is compared
with the code received on the last interrogation of that mode , if a
reply was received .

c. If these codes match , and the garble flags of both
replies are set to zero, the code for that mode is validated .

d. The code validation information is added to the tar-
get report printout.

14. The leading-edge flag is rese t to zero , and a target re-
port is printed includ i ng :

a. Range bin (nini)
b. Start azimuth (ACP’s, degrees)
c. Center azimuth (ACP ’ s , degrees)
d. End azimuth (ACP ’s, degrees)
e. Code validation information .
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ARTS I I I  Processor Model

The only substantial changes made to the original simulation of
the ARTS I I I  beacon processor were the inclusion of garble-sensing and
code-val idation routines. The inputs to the ARTS simulation and the
performance outputs are listed in TABLE 3. The operation of the model
is as follows :

1. The BDAS portion of the ARTS beacon processor is simu-
lated by bracket-and-code-pulse-detection coding similar to the ten-
channel decoder model. The array of reply pulses is examined for pulse
spacings of 20.3 (± 0.1 or 0 .2)  u s .  The intervening pulses in the ar-
ray are checked to determine if they occur in code pulse positions of
the reply.

2. When a 20.3-us bracket pair is detected that overlaps a
previously detected pair , the model determines whether code-pulse posi-
tions have been entered by the overlapping reply. If so , both replies
are flagged as garbled .

3. The ARTS routine first checks the mode of interrogation .
If not mode A or C , the number of replies is set to zero . Otherwise ,
processing continues normally.

4.  The maximum number of in-process targets is 45. Target
records are kept in an old-target register , and when updated , the re-
sult is stored in a new-target reg ister.

S. If a reply is received which begins a new target , -a tar-
get record is created at the reply range , and the hit , sweep , and “ sumh”
counts are set equal to one . (See Section 2 for a description of the
ARTS I I I  Processor) . Also , the miss count and leading-edge f lags are
set to zero . The new target is then transferred to the old-target re-
gister.

6. On each interrogation , the incoming reply ranges are com-
pared with the range recorded in the old-target register . If the in-
coming range is within ± 1/16 miii of the record range, the reply is re-
corded as a hit. All existing targets which are not recorded as hits
are updated with a miss. When a hit is recorded the miss count is set
to zero , the “sumh” count is incremented by the interrogation number ,
and the interrogation count is incremented . -

7. After each update , the target-detection thresholds are
compared with the appropriate counts. If the leading-edge f lag  is s t i l l
zero , the hit  count is checked against the ta rget -s tar t  threshold and
the miss count is checked . The flag is set if the specified number of
replies for leading-edge declaration has been received before a speci-
fied number of consecutive misses.

8. If the leading-edge f lag  has been set and a miss
occurs, the number of consecutive misses in the register ~s checked
against the target-end threshold to determine if  the t r a i l i n g  edge has
been reached .

9. Before a target is declared , the total number of hits
is compared wi th  a minimum-run- length  threshold.
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TABLE 3

ARTS III PROCESSOR MODEL/TRANSIENT EFFECTS PPM
INPUT AND OUTPUT VARIABLES

Inputs

Target Detection Parameters (see TABLE 1)
Reply Ranges

Reply Codes
Garble Status

Outputs

Target Range
Corrected Center Azimuth

Sweep Count
Hit Count

Sum-H Count
Strong Target Label

Reported Code
Code Validation Number
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10. The run length of the target is also compared against
another threshold which , if exceeded , causes a strong-target azimuth
confidence label to be included in the target report .

11. The number of interrogation sweeps over which a target
continues is compared with a ringaround threshold which , if reached
before target end , causes the target to be declared ringaround (i.e.,
the target does not end , creating a circle of replies on a PPI). The
record is then deleted from the register .

12. Code validation is performed for both mode A and mode C.
13. A validation number for each mode is contained in the

target report . For mode A , the code bits and garble status of consec-
ut ixe replies from that mode are compared and a corresponding valida-
tion number assigned . Validation level zero is assigned if all replies
have garble tags , level one if one reply is ungarbled , level two if one
is ungarbied and the decoded code bits match , and level three if con-
secutive ungarbled replies with matching codes are received .

14. Mode C validation levels are checked in the same manner ,

~-it h ~a1idation level zero meaning no mode C replies received . Level
one is assigned if all replies are garbled and level two if a single
r ep ly  is ungarbled . Level three is assigned if two consecutive ungar-
bled repl ies occur with identical codes.

13. The output from the ARTS III simulation consists of the
following :

a. Range
b. Center azimuth
c. Sweep count
d. Hit count
e. Sum-H count
f. Strong-target azimuth confidence label , if reached
g. Mode A code validation number and code
h. Mode C code val idation number and code .

AN / TPX-42 Processor Model

The simulation of the AN/TPX-42 processor is similar to the ARTS
III simulation in that , in both processors , the reply ranges are merged
with an in-process target array in which incoming ranges are compared
with the record range of the most recent reply. The Common Digitizer
compares incoming reply ranges with the recorded range at the time of
declarat ion of target leading edge. The TPX-42 employs a sliding-window
detector similar to that of the CD, as opposed to the more complex algo-
rithm used by the ARTS III processor .

The model of the TPX-42 used with the Transient Effects PPM is the
same as the one included in the TSC simu lation, with the exception of
the following :
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1. Programming of the sliding-window function is dif-
ferent .

2. Simulation of the Reply Detection Unit includes
code-pulse recognition .

3. Code-validation functions are simulated .

A list of input and output variables is provided in TABLE 4. The
flow of the TPX-42 computer model is as follows:

1. The incoming-reply pulse array is analyzed for pulses
arriving with a spacing of 20.3 ± 0.15 us.  Each time that spacing is
sensed , the intervening pulses are tested to determine which pulses
are located in code pulse positions as measured in l.45-us (± 0.1 us)
intervals from the first framing pulse .

2. If two other pulses in the array are found to be 20.3 ±
0.15 ps apart , and they are detected before the occurrence of the second
framing pulse of the first detected bracket pair, the model switches to
the garble sensing routine. A garble flag is set for both of these re-
pl ies if the second reply overlaps a pulse position of the first . The
garbl e flags and reply codes are used later in the program for code val-
idation purposes.

3. All replies are processed by the TPX-42, regardless of the
interrogation mode . A maximum of 20 replies can be processed on one in-
terrogation .

4. When the first reply in the array is processed and no tar-
get records exist in the register, a new record is inserted . The range
(nmi) and azimuth (ACP’ s) of the reply is recorded, and a “one” is in-
serted into the first bit in the sliding window.

5. As replies are received on subsequent interrogations , the
reply ranges stored in the reply array are compared with the recorded
ranges in the existing-target register. If a reply range is within the
range tolerance (usually ± 1/16 miii) of an existing recorded range, the
reply is entered as a hit in the sliding window . For targets for which
no reply exists on a given interrogation , a zero will be inserted into
the window .

6. After the receipt of a valid hit , the mode of interrogation
is checked . If a mode 3/A interrogation had been transmitted , the con-
fidence count is increased by one.

7. After receipt of a hit, the number of “ones” in the slid-
ing window is compared with the target leading-edge threshold to deter-
mine if target start has been achieved . If a miss has occurred , the
program checks to determine if the number of “ones” in the sliding win-
dow has been reduced to the value of the target trailing-edge threshold.
If trailing edge is detected , and the leading-edge flag had been pre-
v iously set , the target will be detected provided the mode 3/A confidence-
count threshold has been reached .
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TABLE 4

AN/TPX-42 PROCESSOR MODEL/TRANSIENT EFFECTS PPM
INPUT AND OUTPUT VARIABLES

nputs

Window Length
Target Leading Edge Thr eshold

Target Trailing Edge Threshold
Reply Ranges

Rep ly Codes
Garble Status

Outputs

Target Start Azimuth
Target Stop Azimuth

Corrected Center Azimuth
Target Range

Reported Code
Code Validation Number
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8. The center azimuth of a detected target is calculated by
adding the number of ACP’s at leading and trail ing edge , dividing by two,
and subtracting a bias value. The target range is the value of the last
recorded reply range .

9. Code validation is accomplished by using information from
the routine which performs code-pulse recognition and garble sens ing.
Validation numbers are calculated by comparing the codes and garble status
of consecutive mode 3/A or mode C replies. Numbers are assigned corre-
sponding to the following conditions: level zero when no replies are
rece ived on that mode , level one when only garbled codes are reported ,
level two when a non-garbled reply is received , and level three when two
consecutive non-garbled replies with identical codes are received on the
indicated mode.

10. A target report from the TPX-42 computer model consists of
the following :

a. Rang e
b. Start azimuth
c. Stop azimuth
d. Center azimuth
e . Conf idence check (number of 3/A replies)
f. Code validation number and reported code .

AIMS PPM/EQUIPMENT MODELS

All  of the beacon processor models developed for the AI MS PPM use
the technique of random sampling to predict equipment performance. Pre-
dictions of reply probability and fruit rate from the AIMS PPM are entered
into a Monte Carlo type of event generator. Random numbers are generated
and applied to the probabilities of reply and garble to dictate the oc-
currence of a hit , a miss , or a garbled reply. For the analog equipment ,
the probabil ity of display of a correctly coded reply is generated , and
the digital processor simulations predict the probability of target de-
tection and the probability of code validation . The number of trials
used is a compromise between minimal error and excessive computer run
time .

Defruiter/Decoder Model

In the process of improving the appearance of the PPI display by
reducing the amount of fruit, defruiter action also 1) eliminates the
f irst reply rece ived on each mode , 2) increases the number of missing
replies , and 3) passes incorrectly coded replies to the processor . All
of these factors are taken into accoun t in the computer simulation of
the defruit ing and decoding equipment.

The defruiter model used with the AIMS PPM accep ts the follow ing
inputs:
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1. Reply probability of the transponder-equipped aircraft .
2.  Fruit per second at the interrogator of interest wh i l e

the ma inbeam is pointed at the aircraft .
3. Flits per victim-interrogator niainbeaun width.
-I . Mode interlace.
5. Average number of code pulses in a reply.
6. Acceptance gate of the defruiter .

As output , the simulation generates a new reply probabi l i ty  and
the probabi l i ty  of garble resulting from defruiter action . With the
decoder switch on , the subroutine generates the probability of dis-
play ing  a correct ly coded reply.

The defru i te r  and decoder simulations operate as follows:

1. The number of correlated replies is initialized to
zero. The defruiter storage flag is set to zero.

2. The probability of a garbled code is calculat ed from
the following equation :

P (Garble) = (1 
- e

_A
t)2 ~~

A = frui t  rate/second

a
t = SIF reply length = 20.3 us

N = number of empty pulse positions

C = acceptance gate providing minimum usable pulse
to the decoder.

The above equation is based on the assumption that fruit replies
are Poisson distributed . In addition , the occurrence of fruit on con-
secutive sweeps in an empty pulse position of a valid reply is required
for a garble condition to pass a defruiter . Therefore , the probab ility
of at least one overlap of a valid reply by fruit is squared and then
limited by a factor determined by the available pulse positions. The
expression (1 - e~~t), developed in Reference 1, evaluates the proba-
bility of at least one overlap in a specified period , t.

3. A random number between zero and one is selected and
compared with the transponder reply probability . If the random number

aSelective Identification Feature.
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is less than that value , a reply is assumed to have been received . If
not , a mi ss is assumed , the defruiter storage flag is set to zero, and
processing continues with the next sweep .

4. If the analog decoder is the beacon-code detection unit to
be analyzed , the routine checks for a possible garble condition by se-
lect ing another random number and comparing it with the probability of
code garble. If a garble occurs, the hit count for correctly coded re-
pl ies is reduced by one .

5. A check is made to determine if a reply is in storage
from the last interrogation of the present mode. The incoming reply
sets the flag in storage for the next sweep of that mode.

6. If a flag exists in storage for the last interrogation
of that mode , the hit count is increased by one . The routine then pro-
ceeds to the next sweep .

7. A new probability of reply is calculated by dividing the
number of received replies by the number of trials.

8. The decoder function is switched on in the defruiter rou-
tine. The output is the probability of display of a correctly coded
reply.

9. If the ARTS III or TPX-42 processors are to be analyzed ,
the reply probability after the defruiter is passed to the dig ital pro-
cessor routine. The probability of garble is also passed to the pro-
cessor subroutine .

ARTS I I I  Processor Model

The simulation of the ARTS III beacon processor is also based on
a Monte Carlo technique of event generation . The inputs to the ARTS
model consist of calculations from the AIMS PPM and ARTS target-detec-
tion parameters which are read into the subroutine. The inputs are
listed in TABLE S.

TABLE 5

ARTS UI SIMULATION INPUT PARAMETERS

Reply Probabil i ty
Fruit Rate

Hits Per Mainbeaun Width
Mode Interlace

Leading Edge Threshold
Consecutive Misses For Fruit Discard

Minimum Target Run Length
Strong Target Run Length
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The flow of the ARTS III subroutine is as follows :

1. The hit and miss counts are set to zero . The code va l-
idation levels are also set to zero.

2. A random number is generated and applied to the repl y
probability to determine whether a hit  or a miss has occurred in the
reply sequence.

3. If a hit occurs , the hit count is increased by one and
the miss count remains at zero.

4. If a miss occurs, the miss count is incremented . If the
leading-edge threshold has not been reached and the threshold of con-
secutive misses for a fruit discard is reached , the hit count is re-
duced to zero, and the target record is erased .

5. After receipt of a hit , the subroutine checks to see if
the leading-edge threshold has been reached . The leading-edge flag is
Set if target start occurs . Processing continues , and code validation
processes begin.

6. The program continues to process replies until the trail-
ing edge of the mainbeam is reached . Each time a valid hit is det~ cteu ,
the run length of the target record is incremented .

7. The code validation processes simulated are the third -
level validations of modes A and C. A descr iption of the ARTS III code
val idat ion routine is contained in Section 2.  After  the leading-ed ge
threshold has been reached , the model checks each time a hit is detected
to see which mode has been interrogated . If validation has already oc-
curred for that mode , processing continues. If not , the simulation checks
to see if an ungarbled reply occurred on the previous interrogation of
that mode .

8. The present reply is checked for a garble cond ition by
selecting a ratidom number and comparing it with the probability of gar-
ble. The probability of garble is calculated in the defruiter routine
if the defruiter is switched on. If not , the probability of garble is
calc u lated in the ARTS III routine by the following equation:

— 

P (Garble) = (1 - e~~t\ NT

where

A = Fruit per second

t = SIF reply length = 20.3 us

N = Number of empty pulse positions in a received reply

T = Pulse pos it ion tolerance.

The above equation is based on the assumption of a Poisson distri-
bution of fruit replies.
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9. If two consecutive replies are received in the same mode
and neither reply is garbled , validation has been obtained for that mode
and the validation count is incremented .

10 . Af ter all repl ies in the mainbeam have been checked , the
run length of the target is compared against the minimum run length
criterion to determine if a valid target exists. The run length is
also compared against the strong-target threshold to determine the
degree of confidence in the target azimuth.

11. The number of occurrences of correct code validation
is divided by the number of trials to produce the probability of code
validation for each mode . The probability of valid-target detection
and the probability of strong-target detection are produced in the
same way .

-\N/FYQ-47 Common Digitizer Model

The simulation of the sliding window detector function of the
Common Digitizer utilizes a Monte Carlo sampling process similar to
the ARTS I I I  model .  The operation of the s tat is t ical  detector , when
the mainbeam of the interrogator-of-interest (I) scans a target with

a known reply probability, is simulated by a series of exper iment s
utilizing a random number generator . The fruit rate at the beacon pro-
cessor while a target is interrogated is an input to the model , along
with the hits per beamwidth and mode interlace of the associated in-
terrogator . Inputs to the model that are not derived from the basic
AIMS PPM are the sl iding window parameters such as window s ize , lead-
ing-edge threshold , and beg in-validate threshold. The model flow is
as fol lows :

1. The mode of interrogation is checked . If mode 3/A has
been interroga ted , control is passed to the target-detection routine .
If mode C or mode 2 has been interrogated, the program goes direct ly
to the code-validation routine.

2. If the mode of interrogation was 3/A , a random number
is compared to the reply probabil ity to determine whether a reply
has been received . If a reply is received , a “one” is inserted into
the first slot in the sliding window . The contents of the sliding
windoi~ are shifted back in the memory . If a miss is received , a “zer o’
is placed in the first slot .

3. When the number of replies received reaches the beg in-
val idation threshold , the program checks to see if code validation
has already been obtained for that mode . If the code for that mode
has not been validated , a check is made to determine if the last mode
3 interrogat ion el i c ited an ungarbied reply.

4. If an ungarbled reply is in storage , the present rep ly
is tested for a garble condition . This is done by selecting a random
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number and applying it to the probability of garble. Garble
probability is calculated by determining the probability of a fruit
reply overlapping a pulse position of a valid reply. This probabil-
ity is calculated using the following equation:

P (Garble) (i - e
_A t\ ~~I t

where

A = Fruit rate per second received at the I while the
0

mainbeam is pointed at the target aircraft

t = SIF reply length 20.3 us

T = Pulse position tolerance for the Common Digitizer
Beacon Reply Group

N Number of empty pulse positions in the received
rep ly.

5. in order for the validation count to be incremented , a
reply to the last  interrogation of that  mode must exist in storage, and
both that rep ly and the incoming reply must be garbled .

6. The number of “ones” in the sliding window is compared to
the target-start threshold after each mode 3/A interrogation . When the
number of hits received equals the threshold , the target detection count
is incremented . Processing continues until the target ends or code val-
idation occurs , whichever is first .

7. The outputs of the model are calculated by dividing the
number of tim € s that an event occurs by the total number of trials. The
outputs generat ed are the probability of target detection and the proba-
bility of code validation for each mode.

AN/TPX-42 Processor Model

The sliding-window detector functions of the TPX-42 are similar to
those of the Common Digitizer . The simulations of the two process ors
used with the AIMS PPM are nearly the same except that the TPX-42 uses
a l l  rep l ies  received for target detection regardless of the interrogation
mode. A confidence check on mode 3/A is used to complete target detec-
t ion. The target-detection parameters of the AN/TPX-42 differ from the
Common Digitizer and that is accounted for in the simulation . The flow
of the TPX-42 model is as follows :

1. The model simulates the actions of the TPX-42 for the con-
d ition when the mainbeam passes a particular target . This is done for
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a large number of trials to obtain the probability of target detec-
tion and code validation. The simulation uses Monte Carlo techniques
similar to those used to model the ARTS III processor and Common Dig-
itizei .

2. As the simulation processes a series of interrogation-
reply sequence~ , a random number is generated and compared with the
transponder reply probability to produce a hit or a miss at the pro-
cessor. If a valid reply is received , a “one” is inserted in the
sliding window. A missed reply causes a “zero” to be inserted in the
sliding window . The remaining contents of the window are shifted back
in the memory and the information in the last slot is eliminated .

3. The number of hits in the sliding window is totaled after
each interrogation and compared with the minimum number needed to reach
target start . This number is the leading-edge threshold. Attainment
of target start initiates the code validation functions of the TPX-42.

4. The mode of interrogation is checked , and the conf idence
check count is incremented if the mode is 3/A.

5. After the receipt of a valid reply, once lead ing edge is
established , a check is made to determine whether the reply has been
garbled by fru it . The probability of garble is determined as fol lows :

P (Garble) = 
(1 

- e
_X
t) 

NT

where

A = Fruit per second received at the I while the
0

inainbeam is directed at the target aircraft

t = SIF reply length = 20.3 us

T = Pulse position tolerance of the AN/TPX-42 pro-
cessor

N = Number of empty pu lse pos itions.

6. The incoming reply is compared with the reply elicited
by the last interrogation on that mode. If a reply exists in storage ,
and both repl ies are ungarbled , the code for that mode of reply is as-
sumed to be validated . Code-validation level three , as defined in Sec-
tion 2 for the TPX-42, is the level for which the probability of occur-
ren ce is calcu la ted.

7. Once the leading edge threshold has been exceeded and the
confidence-check threshold has been met , the target is considered to be
detected and the target-detect count is incremented . The simulation
continues for a large number of trials to minimize error .
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8. The outputs of the TPX-42 simulation are the probability
of target detection and the probability of code validation for each
mode. These probabilities, respectively, are the number of occurrences
of valid target detection divided by the number of samples , and the
ratio of the number of code validations to the number of samples.
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SECTION 4

SUMMARY

Computer simulations of ATCRBS equipments have been developed
for use with the AIMS and Transient Effects PPM’s. These computer
programs include models of FAA defruiting and decoding equipment
and digital processors such as the ARTS III, AN/FYQ-47 Common Dig-
itizer, and the AN/TPX-42 processor. The models developed for use
with the AIMS PPM provide probabilistic interpretations of processor
performance as a function of the ATCRBS environment. The simulations
developed for use with the Transient Effects PPM are applicable to a
variety of specific problems whose solutions depend on analysis of
pulse-by-pulse operation of the processors.

The results of this study have been and will be useful to the
FAA and DoD for the purpose of analyzing the impact of new systems ,
such as the Automated Terminal System (ATS), and the U.S. Army
Very Lightweight Air Traffic Management Equipment (VLATME) on
ATCRBS processing equipment performance.
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